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01. INTRODUCTION 
AN IMPETUS for pursuing the systematic study of cell-like mappings was supplied by 
the pioneering work of Bing on cellular decompositions of 3-dimensional manifolds. 
The important role that cell-like mappings subsequently played in the study of finite 
dimensional manifolds is documented in Lather’s article[9] and their equally central 
role in the study of infinite dimensional manifolds is captured in T. A. Chapman’s 
notes[3]. More recently[6], the study of cell-like decompositions of n-manifolds 
(n 2 5) has culminated in Edwards’ result that the quotient space is a manifold 
provided it is finite dimensional and satisfies the Disjoint Disks Property. As illus- 
trated in the last result, persisting along with these developments has been an 
“annoying” assumption necessitated by an inability to settle the &N-Like Mapping 
Problem: Is the image of a cell-like mapping defined on a finite dimensional space 
finite dimensional? 
In this paper, we provide an affirmative answer for cell-like mappings defined on 
subsets of 3-manifolds thereby answering positively questions raised by Bing[2] and 
Armentrout [ 11. 
An essentially classical result is that cell-like mappings defined on l-dimensional 
spaces do not raise dimension, its proof needing only the Vietoris Mapping Theorem 
and the equivalence of covering dimension and integral cohomological dimension for 
spaces with the latter at most 1. A careful analysis reveals that the crucial ingredient 
is the asphericity of the l-sphere and it is more than coincidental that the salient 
feature of 3-manifolds exploited subsequently is that they possess an ample supply of 
aspherical open subsets. The absence of higher homotopy groups from some point, 
rather that of all higher homotopy groups, is the critical feature. The equivalence of 
the cell-like mapping problem and the classical question of whether or not covering 
dimension and cohomological dimension agree, recently established by Edwards [5], 
exposes that the non-triviality of higher homotopy groups of spheres is a central 
concern (see [Ill for a further discussion). 
$2. NOTATION AND BASIC CONCEPTS 
Spaces are separable and metric, and maps are continuous functions. A map is 
cell-like provided it is proper and each point-inverse has the shape of a point. Let 
f: X’+ X be a proper map; for any set A in X, f-‘(A) is denoted A’ and the mapping 
cylinder Mcf) of f is obtained from the disjoint union of X’ x [O, 11, X’, and X by 
identifying (u, 0) with u and (u, 1) with f(u) for all u E X’. If A is any closed subset of 
X, then the mapping cylinder of the map of A’ onto A defined by f is a subspace of 
Mcf) and is denoted MCf, A). If d is onto, then Mcf, f(X)) = Mcf). 
An ANR is said to be aspherical provided each component has trivial homotopy 
groups in dimensions greater than one. The following facts follow easily from 
well-known results; for completeness, we include brief proofs. 
LEMMA 1. Let M3 be a connected open 3-manifold and let S c M3 be a PL 
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embedded 2-sphere. If S is null-homotopic in M3, then there is a unique homotopy 
3-ball H c M3 with S = 8H. 
Proof. It follows immediately from ([4], Corollary 3.6, p. 261) that M3\S has 
exactly one bounded component; let H be the closure of this bounded component. 
Let h: B3+ M3 be a map with hlae3: aB3+ S an embedding. 
Let N3 be a compact PL submanifold of M3 with h(B3) U H C (N3\aN3). There is 
a retraction r : N3+ H: first, observe that there is a retraction rl:N3+ K U H where 
K is a 2-complex; second, since S is connected and simply connected, there is a 
retraction rr:K U H + H; finally, let r = rzo rl. Using collars to “adjust” t-0 h:B3+ H, 
we can assume that ro h:(B3\aB3) +(H\S). Since the latter map has degree 1, H\S is 
contractible (see [Do; 10.14.3, p. 3131) and, therefore, H is contractible. 
LEMMA 2. Let M3 be an open 3-manifold and let XC M3 be a cell-like set. If U is 
an open set with XC lJ, then there is an aspherical open set V with X C V C II. 
Proof. Since X is cell-like, X has neighborhoods that are orientable and X does 
not separate open connected neighborhoods of itself. Therefore, we can assume that 
U and U\X are connected and that U is orientable. 
Let N3 be a compact, connected PL submanifold with Xc (N - 8N) C NC U, 
with N contractible to a point in V, and with U\N connected. (If N satisfies the first 
two properties, then remove the interiors of tubes connecting complementary domains 
in order to make U\N connected.) 
Using the Sphere Theorem[lO], T*(N) = 0 provided every 2-sphere S c N is the 
boundary of a homotopy ball H G N. Since S is contractible in V, Lemma 1 implies 
that S is the boundary of a homotopy ball H c U; since U\N is connected, H C N. 
Finally, since N has a 2-dimensional spine, N is aspherical (the universal cover fi 
of N has H.(N) = 0 for n 13 and &N) = TQ(N) = 0; consequently, am = r”(N) = 
0 for n 2 3). Let V = N - >N. 
LEMMA 3. If lJ and V are aspherical open subsets of a connected oriented 
3-manifold M3 with U U V a proper subset of M3, then U fl V is aspherical. 
Proof. Following the argument given in Lemma 2, we need to show that each 
2-sphere SC U tl V is the boundary of a homotopy 3-ball H C U n V; but this is an 
immediate consequence of Lemma 1. 
93. MAIN LEMMA 
In [8], the cell-like mapping problem is reduced to a basic extension problem for 
maps into ANR’s; the next result is that this problem is solvable for maps into 
aspherical ANR’s. 
MAIN LEMMA. Let f:X’+ X be a cell-like mapping between compacta and let P be 
an aspherical ANR. If A is any closed subset of X and h:M(f, A) U X'+ P is any 
map, then h has an extension H:M(f) -+ P. 
Proof. Since f is monotone, it suffices to prove the lemma for P connected. There 
is an extension H,:M(f, AO) U X' --*P of h where A0 is a compact neighborhood of A 
in X. For each x E X\Int (A,,), there is an extension of a nullhomotopy of hi, - lcx) to a 
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map H,:MCf, N(x)) U X’-* P with N(x) C X\A a compact neighborhood of x, with 
&lx’= h/r, and with H,(N(x)) a point of P. 
Extracting a finite subcover of X\Int (A,) provides a finite sequence (Ai: i = 
t,2,..., 4) of compact subsets of X\A with X = U (Ai: i = 0, 1, . . .t~) and maps 
&:MCf, Ai) U X'+ P for i = 1,2, , _ _ ,q with Hi’i;:ir = hlx and with Hi(Ai) a point of P. 
The maps &(i = 0, I,. . . , q) will now be inductively forged into the desired 
extension H by repeated ap~li~ations of Borsuk’s Homotopy Extension Theorem. ff 
H(‘): Mcf, A”‘) U X'+P is an extension of Ho, where A(‘) = U (Ai:i = 0, 1, . . . , r}, 
then it will be shown that H$.&a) = HP+I[MCf.8, rel B’ where B = A(‘) f7 A,+,, and, 
therefore, N(rflMU,B)UA~,, = Hr+IjM(f,BIUIRb,. Since Hr+t extends over MU, A,,), 
H(“( MU. BfUAb , has an extension over Mcf, A,+J which agrees with Il(‘) on their 
common domain and, hence, along with H (rf defines an extension of Ho over 
Mfft Afr+‘$ 
The proof will be completed by showing that if F,G:MCf, B)-* P with FIB’ = GIBP 
and with F(B) a point of P, then F = G rel. B’. The set T = 
M(f, B) X (0, 1) U B’ X [0, I] (“rectangular base B’ X [0, I J with two mapping cylinder 
flanges”) is the. image of S = B’ x ([O, 11 x (0, 1) U 0 x [0, 11) under a map C: S+ T 
which makes the usual mapping cylinder identifications on B’ x [O, l] x 0 and on 
B’ x [O, If x 1. and which maps 8’ x 0 x [O, 1 J to B’ x [O, 13 by ignoring the second 
coordinate. Let K: T --, P be the map defined by F on MCf, B) x 0, by G on MV; B) x 
1, and by GIB’ = FIB, on B’ X f for 0 5 t 4: 1; except for parame~i~tiou, K 0 cr:S -3 P is 
homotopy from Foo(~~~,~~ to G 0 uI B’xlK,. Since Fo rr(B’ x I x 0) = F(B) is a point in P, 
K 0 D is a null-homotopy. Thus, for p:p --*P the universal cover, the homotopy lifting 
property yields a map L:S-r P with p 0 L = K 0 o= Since v is monotone, I? = 
L * C-‘: T -+ I’ is a welt-defined lifting of K Since P is aspherical, fi is contractible; 
hence, there is an extension ~:~~~ B) x f0, 1] + P of g. Finally, p 0 M is an exten- 
sion of Is: and is the desired homotopy ref. B’ between F and G. 
54. MAIN THEOREM 
We show below that if f:X’+X is cell-like and X’ is a subset of a 3-manifoid, 
then dim X I: 3. Since the image of a cell-like dimension raising mapping must be 
infinite dimensional (a geometric proof is in fg]), it follows that dim X r dim X’. 
MAIN THEOREM. If X’ is a ~~~~et of a 3-ma~~f~~d M3 and f :x’+ X is ~~~~-~ike, then 
dimXs3. 
Proof* First, we consider the case where X’ is compact; we indicate below the 
modifications necessary to handle the general case. It suffices to show that for any 
e > 0 there is an e-map of X into M3. 
Let 99 be a finite closed cover of X consisting of sets of diameter less than 62, 
and let h:X’-, M3 be the inclusion map. For each B f 9, let V(B) be an open 
neighborhood of B’ in M3 with V(BJ and V(B2) disjoint whenever BI and B2 are 
disjoint members of 94. By lemma 2, for each x E X there is an aspherical open set 
M(x) in M3 containing f-‘(x) and satisfying: (i) M(x) i7 B’ = $4, if x6C B E $8, and (ii) 
M(x) g V(B), if x f B E 98. 
Choose (M(x&i = f, 2,. . . , q) a finite sub~olle~tion of (M(x):x E X) and & = 
{Ai:i=l,2,..., q} a finite closed cover of X such that A:g M(xj) for i = 1,2. . . ~ q. 
Let K be the abstract nerve of d whose simphces are the non-empty subsets s of i$ 
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with n s = n {Ai: Ai E s} 5 0. For each simplex s of K, let M(s) = n {&2(x,): Ai E s}; 
by Lemma 3, each M(s) is a spherical open subset of M3. 
Observe that if Ai n B# 0, then it follows from (i) that xi E B and thus from (ii) 
that M(Xi) c V(B). 
It will now be shown that the inclusion h:X’+ M3 has an extension H:MCf)+ M3 
such that H(MCf, n s)) c M(s) for each simplex s of K. The observation above 
implies that H(M(f, B)) c V(B) for each B E 24. The restriction g = Hlx will be an 
e-map: let xl. x2 be points in X whose distance apart is at least E and let B,, Bz E 9 be 
such that xl E B,, x2 E B,; since B, rl B2 = 0, V(b,) n V(BJ = 0, and since g(x,) E 
VW and g(xz) E WBJ, &I) f &I). 
Let the dimension of K be n and, for each integer r with 0 5 r 5 n, let 
X(r) = U {n s: s is a simplex of dimension 2 r}. The construction of H is achieved 
successively over the sets X(n), X(n - l), . . . , X(l), X(0) = X. Since X(n) is the 
disjoint union of closed sets ns where s is an n-simplex of K, the Main Lemma 
provides an extension H’“‘:M(f, X(n)> U X’ + M3 of h SO that W”) (Mcf, n S)) G M(s) 
for each n-simplex s of K. 
Assume inductively that H (‘+‘)-M(f x(r + 1)) U X’+M’ is an extension of h with . 
H(‘+‘):M(f, rl s)) c M(s) for each simplex s of K of dimension at least r + 1. If s is an 
r-simplex of K and t is a simplex with t C s, then H”+“(M(f, fl t)) C M(S); hence 
f 
H’“‘)(M(f, (rl s) n X(r + 1)) c M(s). Using the Main Lemma, there is a map 
H,:M(f,(ns)UX(r+ 1))UX’+M3 extending H”+‘) with H,(M(f, fl S)) c M(s). If s 
and s’ are distinct r-simplices of K, then the intersection of the domains of H, an H,, 
is contained in the domain of H (r+‘)* hence, the maps H, for s an r-simplex of K , 
define a map H”‘:M(f, X(r)) U X’ -+ M3 with W’(ikfcf, n S)) c M(S) for any simplex 
s of K of dimension at least r. 
This procedure terminates at X(0) = X with the desired map H: M(f) + M3. 
If X’ is locally compact, then the preceding argument shows that each point of X 
has neighborhoods which have dimension 13 and, hence, dim X 5 3. 
If X’ is not locally compact, then the extension H can be constructed similarly by 
choosing $24 to be locally finite cover and choosing d to be a locally finite closed 
star-finite cover with {A’:A E ~4) refining {M(x):x E X}. Alternately, the argument in 
Lemma 6 of [8] can be used. 
Combining the Main Theorem with results that can be found in ([9], p. 506) and [8], 
we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. The image of a cell-like map defined on an ANR contained in a 
3-manifold is an ANR. A ceil-like map defined on an arbitrary subset of a 3-manifold 
is an hereditary shape equivalence. 
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